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[October-November-December]

Radio

Top 5 Issues Addressed:

1. Health

2. Politics

3. Economy/Unemployment

4. Education

5. Environment
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Representative Programs That Addressed Issues:

1. Health

GPB News Local
October 1, 2013, 4, 5 and 6pm.  Repeated October 2, 2013, 6, 7 and 8am.
  
GPB Reporters Claire Simms, Ellen Reinhardt and Orlando Montoya combined to report on the first 
day of enrollment under the Affordable Care Act.  The non-profit group Enroll America hosted events 
across Georgia to distribute information about the Act and explain how to sign up on the online 
healthcare exchanges.  The group said 1.9 million Georgians are uninsured and 800-thousands of those 
are eligible for subsidies.  However, the state also has the biggest rate variations in the country, with 
southwest Georgia residents reporting the highest premiums in the state.

GPB News Local
November 7, 2013, 6am, 8am.

GPB’s Claire Simms reported that Georgians will be paying about 101-million dollars more in 
Medicaid costs next year according to the State Department of Community Health.  The extra costs are 
due to changes to the Medicaid program under the Affordable Care Act.  Among those changes: the 
federal government will begin charging taxes on premiums; some children will be transferred from 
Georgia’s Peachcare program to Medicaid; primary care physician payments are increasing; and 
eligibility reviews will change from every 6 months to every 12 months.

2.  Politics

GPB News Local
November 5, 2013, 5:45pm.  Repeated November 6, 2013, 6:35am and 8:35am.

GPB’s Claire Simms produced a special report on upcoming election races even as Georgia voters 
currently go to the polls.  With U.S. Senator Saxby Chambliss stepping down after his current term, 
state voters will see contentious races for his seat as well as for Governor in 2014.  At the same time, 
State Sen. Josh McKoon is writing a bill that would force legislators to resign before raising money to 
run for another office.  However, the Executive Director of Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in 
Washington says that’s not realistic since so many state legislators seek other elected positions.

GPB News Local
December 18, 2013, 4pm and 6pm.

GPB’s Ellen Reinhardt reported that the Georgia Federation of Democratic Women have started a 
letter-writing campaign to convince Gov. Nathan Deal to expand Medicaid in the state.  They believe 
accepting over 40-billion dollars from the federal government will help hundreds of thousands of 
Georgians without healthcare and could generate 70-thousand jobs.  However, the Governor’s office 
says Deal will not change his mind.  He believes accepting the government handout now will lead to 
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2.5-billion dollars in additional costs over the next ten years.  The issue is expected to be prominent in 
the 2014 Governor’s race as Deal seeks re-election.

3. Economy/Unemployment

GPB News Local
October 29, 2013, 6am, 6:35am, 7am and 8:35am.

GPB’s Joshua Stewart reported on how Georgia can diversify its economy as the state recovers from 
the 2009 recession.  Tom Croteau, deputy commissioner of global commerce at the Georgia 
Department of Economic Development said it’s important that the state touch enough various 
industries when recruiting new jobs to make sure they’re looking for opportunities across the board 
and recruiting industries in every sector.  But Croteau said it’s also important for the state to pay 
attention to its manufacturing base because of the trickle-down effect that base has to a number of 
service industries.

GPB News Local
November 20, 2013, 4pm, 5pm and 6pm.  Repeated November 21, 2013, 7:30am and 8:30am.

GPB’s Ellen Reinhardt reported on the latest economic forecast from Rajeev Dhawan, Director of the 
Economic Forecasting Center at Georgia State University.  Dhawan says the state experienced a 2.3 
percent year-over-year job growth rate, compared to 1.7 percent nationally.  However, he warned that 
concern over gridlock in Washington will prevent the state economy from really taking off in 2014.  
He expects the state to maintain its gains, but not be able to increase them.  Dhawan said some sectors, 
including professional and business services, transportation and hospitality, have recovered all the jobs 
lost during the recession.  Others, though, including manufacturing, finance and state and local 
government, are still lagging.

4. Education

GPB News Local
October 28, 2013, 6am, 7am and 8am.

GPB’s Ellen Reinhardt reported that state education leaders are trying to measure how well the state’s 
colleges are training future teachers.  They are trying to come up with a new method of evaluation to 
measure how graduates perform once they start working in the classroom.  Starting this year, education 
majors will be tracked for five years after they graduate to see how well they perform on the job.  
Those evaluations will go toward measuring how well colleges are training teachers for the classroom 
in Georgia.

GPB News Local
December 12, 2013, 4pm and 6pm.

GPB’s Ellen Reinhardt reported that time is running out for people taking the current G-E-D test.  
They have until December 31st to complete all five portions of the high school equivalency exam.  A 
new G-E-D begins in January, and anyone who hasn’t completed the current exam will have to start 
over.  It’s the first change to the test in 12 years.  Beverly Smith, assistant commissioner of adult 
education, says it’s geared to better prepare students for college and careers.  About 30-thousand 
Georgians take the G-E-D each year.  1-point-2 million people in the state do not have a high school 
diploma.
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5. Environment

GPB News Local
October 17, 2013, 6:35am, 8:35am and 5:45pm

GPB Savannah reporter Orlando Montoya produced a special feature on how one of Georgia’s Spanish 
Colonial sites is slipping into the coastal marsh.  The 16th-century settlement on St. Catherines Island, 
about a 30-minute boat ride from Savannah, is steadily eroding.  The private foundation that runs the 
site predicts parts of the site could be gone within 50 years and all of it by the end of the century.  The 
settlement was discovered in 1986 and artifacts are still being unearthed.  A creek near the site is 
eroding ten feet of the historic site every year.  Archaeologist David Hurst Thomas, who leads the 
excavation, says the site is one of the most important Spanish Colonial sites in Georgia and it would be 
a shame to lose it.

GPB News Local
November 14, 2013, 4pm and 6pm.  Repeated November 15, 2013, 6:30am and 8:30am.

GPB Savannah reporter Orlando Montoya reported on how the city of St. Mary’s is preparing for a rise 
in the sea level.  The city is welcoming University of Georgia researchers who hope to find cost-
effective ways for the city to cope with coastal flooding.  The International Panel on Climate Change 
expects sea levels to rise by as much as three feet by the end of the century.  National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration officials last year gave the University of Georgia a grant to look at how 
Tybee Island, near Savannah, can prepare.  Now they’re turning to St. Mary’s near the Georgia-Florida 
border.  Jason Evans of the school’s Carl Vinson Institute of Government says the idea is to study 
infrastructure and determine best uses for taxpayer money.  Solutions could include improving storm 
drains, raising roads and preventing development in certain areas.  A 160-thousand dollar federal grant 
is paying for the study.


